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ANALYSIS OF PER~ORMAhTCE OF JET ENGENE FROM CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPO~NENTS

I—AERODYNMIIC AND fiL4,TCHIh’G CHARACTERISTICS OF TURBINE CONIPO~NENT

DETERNIINED WITH COLD AIR

By ARTHUR W. GOLDSTEIN

SUMkIARY

The pei$)rmance of the turbine component oj an AT.4(7A
research jet tngine tca.s inresi’igated with cold air. The in&r-
action and ~hc matching ~f the turbine wdh the NA(?.4 eight-
.~tagecompressor were computed with the eombinafiion considered
a.~a jet engine. The orer-all performance of the engine was then
determined. The internal aerOd?JnaTLiC8were studied to the
e.rknt qf investigating the performance of the jirsf da~or ring
and its inj’1.uence on the twbine performance. For thi~ m“ngl
the sh-eam-.lar-ent method for “computing relocity distribution
permitted e&ient sections ~o be designed, but the design concti-
fion oj f’ree-cortix ji?ow with uniform m-al ce[ocitie.s was not
obtained. The actual air -flow was 0.96J of the des-ign cake at
design pressure ratio and speed and was 0.98 at design speed
and enthalpy drop. l?ota#ice speed jor optimum eficiency
(0.87’5) was 180 resolutions per second a~ compared m“th the
design speed of 13J resolutions per second (eficiemx~, 0.823).

INTRODUCTION

The XACA two-stage turbiue was designed and built
under the direction of Eastman A’. Jacobs by the A~ACA
Cleveland laboratory staff as a compone~t of a jet ergine,
rvhich served as a tool for the study of the behavior of this
engine type. The compressor component of the er@ne was
to be the NIA(!.I eight-stage compressor discussed in refer-
ences 1 to 3. A turbine in~estigation w-as made ah the
CIewlancl laboratory during 1945 with an inIet-air tempera-
ture of 190° F and a. range of equivalent turbine speeds from
102 to 182 revoktions per second and pressure ratios from
1.16 to 2.60. This investigation was conducted to evaluate
the blade-design procedure by deter mining the performance
of the first stator ring and its influence on over-all turbine
performance, to determi~e the performance. of the turbine
without the constraint tiposed by operating the com-
pressor and the turbine together, and to use these data to
in~estigate the matching of the Lurbine and the compressor.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TURBINE

Design conditions.—The turbine was designed for the
following operating conditions: irdet. pressure, 2400 pounds
per square foot; inlet-gas temperature, 1400° R; gas flow-,
4.1S pounds per second; power output to the shaft., .296.5
horsepower; ancI rotor speed, 13,010 rpm. For operation in

the j<t engine, the assumed compressor pressure ratio was
3.36; the compressor inlet-air temperature, 4.40” R; and the
compressor inIet-air pressure, 739 pounds per square foot.
Flighk speed was 470 miIes per hour and altitude, 33,000 feet.

The turbine work output was so divided between the
stages that. the ratio of the temperature drop to a-rerage
temperature for eaeh stage was the same for both stages
in order to maintain Llach munbers approximately the
same for the two stages. The .-velocities between blade
rings are shown in the f~llotig table:

Axial ‘ Tangential
station mkwity ~elocity

(ft/see) at rcmt
(&%ec)

t

Entrames tztorI-. . . . . . . . . . . 239 0
Esit strhr L.. --------------
Entrance rotor L------------ % E
ExicrOtOr L----------------- 269 –s2s
Entrance stator n---------- 2N –317
Efit stator D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5S
Entranw rotor IL----------- E 3s7
Exit rotor ll-.— -------- 346 –816
Entrance stator III . . . . . . . . . . 346 –W5

Trmdgn:d

at tip
(ft@]

J
eel

– 195
-m
–204

57S
–~r
–391
–1%

These -velocities were computed on the assumption of radial
equilibrium, constant gas energy and entropy, and free-
-rortex flow from root to tip. These assumptions resul~ in
a constant axial velocity over the blade span, which may be
demonstrated by consideration of the condition for radial
equilibrium of pressure with no radial flow:

dp=p~r (1)

where
p pressure, (lb/s-q ft)
p density, (sIug/cu ft)
c. whirl-yelocity component, (ftJsec)
r distance from axis of annular channeI, (ft)
For convenience, alI symbols used in this report. are defined
in append= A.

The equation reIatiug enthalpy change to entropy change is

dH= TdS+~

There
H enthalpy, (ft-Ib/sIug)
7’ gas temperature, (0 R)
S gas entropy, (ft-lb/(slug) (0 R))
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Therefore,

@=d~– Td8=c$ dr
P

The energy equation is

()dH,= dE+ d :
.

where c is the velocity in feeb per second and the subscript
T indicates stagnation state. Insertion into the equilibrium
equation gives

(2)

If the flow is isentropic and the gas of uniform energy level,

dH.=dS=O
and

(3)

where c. is the axia]-ve]oeity component in feet per second.
(Xher useful forms of equation (3) are

If h moment of momentum is const tint, d(rcu) = O and CCis
therefore constant. The type of motion where rcu is a con-
skant is clesignated free-vortex flow because the radid dis-
tribution of whirl vcIocity is the same as that for an isolated
vortex fiIament.

.

In the design procedure, the assumption was ma.dc that.
alI the ]osses took pkce in Lhc LX)h)r fm(l the s[uge cfflc’iency
was 0.90 based on total pressures find tcnlp~rat urm.

The flow chzmnek between tk Madm were dcsigucxl to
provicle guidance at the exit by making both wds ne}ir]y
parallel to the desired fIow angle for a distttllw approximakly
equal to the exiL-cllanneI ]riclth, From the &u]ncI exit
toward the entrance, along the suction (convex) si(lc of 11][’
bIadc, the raclius of curvature w-as clecrcwcd as the clmnnul
wiclth increased to~vard the region near the lmding edge.
The camber line was point I-4 in the direction of the inromil~g
flow. Blade trziling edges w-we 0.03 inrh thick, cxccp t for
the secomd row- of stator blades, }rhich were castiugs with
trailing-edge thicknesses varying from 0.020 to 0.015 incl~..
The leading-edge raclius of curva.t ure was ttd{c’n as 15 pcr-
cenL of the maximum thickness,

Whell_ a blade section had thus lxwn rough~y designed, tllc
velocity distribution on the suction side of tlw blade was
computed by Ineans of the shwm-filament theory dcscrilwd
in reference 4. This metho[l was mo{lificwl Lo accollnt for
the varying mass flow per uni L blade llrigh[. ill tllc cl LanneI
due to radial flow by assuming for each srction a Iine\~r
variation of the mass flow per uni~, Ma(le heigl~t alor~g Llie
middIe streamline from the wtranre to the exiL wlurs. If
necessary} th~ suc.tion-surfs.ce shape was modified to keep
the veIociLj on this surface nemly constant. N’o informat-
ion was-obtained in this fashion about. the airfoil nose or the
projecting suction side of the blade (section A-E, fig’. 1)
bccaLLse. the Wrearn-filament theory of flow in channels is
inapplicable in this region. )?igllre 1 sho\Ys the root section
of the first. stator ring.

,%essure hrces induced by Flownear ;nner shroud
mom sf.r-eom flow

!)
.

Main si+e am flow

FKXRE I.—Cascade not~tion and flow clmracteristim of root section of 5rsf_statolring of NAOA two tw.stage turbine
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Construction.—The turbine consists of two stages of rotor
bIades and three stages of stator bIacIes. Reaction in both
the rotor stages may be increased b-y the use of a final stator
stage, which also insures efficient jet-nozzle operation o~er
a wide range of turbine ancl compressor operating conditions
by eliminating the rotation of the clischargerl gas. J4 dovm-
stream ~ie-w of the first. ring of-stator blades is shown in
figure 2. The second ring (upstream ~iew-) and third ring
of stators (clownstrearn view) are show-n in figures 3 and 4,
respecti~eIy. The rotor is show-n in figure 5. Ml rotor and
stator blades had an inner cliametw of 9 inches ancl an outer
diameter of 14 inches. Ml blades hacl a radial tip clearance
of 0.035 inch. The rotor bkicles are fastenecl to the wheeI
by a fir-tree-type bIade base. For this investigation, a set
of sleeve bearing= was used.

A

FIGLmE :].-Smnd switor ring of NT4.C.<Wm-stwe turbine. Upstream view
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APPARATUS

Apparatus for investigation of cascade ring,—’lle first
stator ring wtis mounted between two concentric pipes with
a belhnouth entmnce and room air was drawn through the.
ring. About 2)L inches downstream of Lhe cascade, t~vo
total-pressure. tubes and two flow-direction tubes were
mounted to provicle for raclial surveys. The whole cascade
could be. rotatecl for tangential surveys. Siatic-pressure
taps were located 2% inches downstream of the cascade at
the inner t-red outer wails. In other studies} the bounclary-
IaYW thickness on the suction surface of the lJlacIc t~-as rneaS-

ured about }{ inch from the traiIing edge by means of rakes of
small impact tubes. A static-pressure tube was laid against
the blade. These bounckwy-layer measurements were macle
at rzdia.1 positions }~ inch from the blade root, I ~~zinches
from the outer rack, and 7{Hinch from the outer rzclius.

Apparatus for investigation of turbine ,—For over-al]
perforrmmce measurements, the turbine was mounted as
shown in figure 6. The whole unit was inserted into a drum;
the large plate at the front formed one end of the drum, The
rear end of the drum was sealed by bolting the rear fkmge of
the turbine-outlet cluct to the edge of the hoIe in the rear
plate of the chum. The entire drum was airtight except for
one large port in the cylindrical surface, which served as the
fiir inlet, The gas passed through a webbed section and the
screens into the turbine.

*. .-

FIGlrRE6.—Installat ion of hT.4C.4 two-stage turbine fol cold-air performance investigation.

The power-absorption unit was a water dynamometer.
Air flow was determined from cm orifice meter in the intake
Iine. Total-pressure and tempcwa ture surveys were made
upstream and downstream of the turbine by means of total-
pressure tubes and thermocouples with velocity-recovery
heads. Tnrbinc power output was computed from the
measured clecrease in temperature and rate of flow of the air.

RESULTS

PERFORMANCE OF FIRST STATOR RING

The fwst stator ring was investiga.t.ecl to determine from
the boundary layer on the blade surface whetl]er the design
method satisfactorily avoided flow separation ancl to find
from this boundary-layer survey tlu_drag associated with
this layer and its effect on turbine efficiency. A further
object was to survey the velocity distribution of the gas dis-

charged from the stator ring ancl to find its effect on [wlirm
performance. These measurements were IMX1 to evaluate
the tur?ine-design procedure and to suggest improved pr-
ocedures when clisagwement, e.xistml bctwca thcoretkd and
measured veIocity clistribuLion.

Blade-surface boundary-layer survey, —Tl}c boud~ry-
layer surveys on the convex side of the blade at tl~r trailing
edge are shown in figur<’ 7. For c.ompfirison, the momcnLunI

W L% fance from #omen +um

1---1

Reyno/dsnu-nber

.4 Gufer rffdius fhickness, d (,acqp)
(in, ) (in,)

FIGURE7.–Velocity distribution in boundary layer on bla{le surfw? )4 inch from trafling
edge of stator blade.

thickness was also c.omputecl for a turbulent boundflry layer
on a flat plate of chord equal to the suction-surface arc
Iength. For all bIack sections, tho equivalent [lat.-~~latc
,bounck+ry-layer thickness was about, (?.0037 inch, which is
near tile average measurecI value for the whole blade. Be-
cause a trailing-edge thickness of 0.030 inch was required k
prevent w-arpage of the blades under heaL, the incremcnL ill
drag cause.cl bj7 the momentum tl~ickncss of tk boundary
layer is small. From the momentum eq uationj the formuk
for energy loss in the blade wake is

--( ““)Ga2 tr 2

loss per slug= J TCNS ~ ‘–f~_~.

[% 1–7(FQ.

where
tf fraction of axial-flow area blocked by trailing

blacles
t

) s Cos pl~

t blade traihg-edge thickness plus momentum thickness
of bounclary layer, (ft)

s blacle pitcl~, (ft)
p.v angle between trailing edge ancl normal to cascwk axis
R gas content,, (ft-lb/(shlg)/(ORj j

‘Y ratio of specific. h~wts
This equation is derived in appendix R.

(20mput ation for operation a,t the design poini at the roof-
mean-square radius gives a value of f TdS of 160 foot-
pounds per slug for an assumed boundary-layer thicknc,ss of
0.0040 inch. For a rough estinmto of the effwt of the bla (le
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wake on turbine efficiency: the a-i-erage -mlue of J TciS
would be about 200 foot-pounck per shlg (because of the
increase of Ccz through the turbine) if the blades were the
same for alI stages. Because of the varying number of
blades in each stage, J TdS is approximately equaI to 2100
foot-pounds per slug for the five sets of blades. Because the
design work output, is 1.255X 106 foot-pounds per slug, the
Ioss in turbine e5ciency based on this factor is

~loo
1.255”X106=O”OOZ

Inasmuch as this computation shows -rery IittIe effect of
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FIGERE8.—FIowdireciion surreys in first stator ring.
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blade wake on turbine efficiency, the method of blade-section
design is considered satisfactory.

Flow-direction surveys,-Direction-sur\-ey data for 10
measurements in a space equal to one bIacIe pitch are shown
in figure S; the sur-re-p were mtcle simultaneously over
opposite sides of the cascade ring. On each plot. ~he desjgg
angIe of flow for thai radius is shown; the difference m average
angIe obtainecl in surveys on opposite sides of the casc=de
may result from variations in blade spacing and orientation.
Near the inner radius (fig. 8 (a)) ~ the air is tumecl too far
whereas at a radius of 0.448 foot (fig. 8 (b)) the air is in- .
sufEcientIy turnecl. From a raclius of about. 0..5 foot to a
racLius of 0.542 foot, the turning is about 10 to-o low. Fgure
9 shows sumeys around a sector of the cascade; each station
is removed from the, next. by one bIade space. .it the io-ner
and outer radii, ~ariations as high as 4° around the anmdus
are present. The radial distribution of turning-angIe dis-
crepancies observed in the sumeys over single blade spaces
are present in the survey o~er the whole ring. Both surreys
show that. the assumption of flow-direction distribution cor-
responding to the free-~ ortex condition is inadequate for an
accurate description of the flow.

~@k,-- posiikm, degrees

(a) Radk, 0.:01 foot.
(b) Radius, 0.=s fcmt.
(c} Radius, 0.490 foot.

. (d) Radius> O.<KXlfret.
(e) Rmfius, 0.542foot.

FKCRE 9,—Ffowdirection surveys orer W2tor of 6rsi stator ring.
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Velocity distributions.—The gas velocities were computed
on the assumption of radial equilibrium. This condition can
be stated as

dp=p $ dr=~p $ ~

where a is the local sonic velocity in
Because

feet per second.

_=c2=#_?a2[@”?,]CU2
Sinzy

1- -1

a substitution gives

where p is the angle between flow direction cud normal to
cascade axis. The data ob hiked in the surveys were the
radial distribution of the flow direction p wtd of the total
pressure p~. The static pressure was obtained at the inner
and outer radii. Thus p and p. as functions of r and the
two bouncIary vaIues for p are known. _If the Picard method
of successive approximations is used, the solution is obtained
by assuming a function p (r), inserting it into the right sick,
integrating to get a new function p (r), and repeating with the
new p(r). The initiaI point chosen was (r,, y,), -where the
subscript r indicates the inner radius. This solution, how-
ever, results b~ a value for t,he static pressure .%t the outer

radius p z that does not agree with the measured value.
Because the totd-pre.ssure measurements were obtainecl with
a claw tube, interference between the tubes made the tot.al-
pressure readings less reliable than the direction ancI stlatic-
pressure measurements. The equation was therefore used
to compute the shape of the pressure-gradient curve, all
values of which were then multiplied by the same factor
that made Jdp/p=log pJp, equal to the measured value.
The vaIues of cti2/a2obtained by use of equation (5) were
used with the measured vaIue.s of p _t_o_compute the axial-
veIocity compofient. For a perfect isentropic, isoenergetic
fluid passing through a cascade of blades so designed th~t
r tan v is constant (for this row of stator blades r tan ~=
1.535 ft), the value of c= and rcU are coustant over the radius
regardless of the ffow Mach number .if the flow foilows the
desired direction and if radial equilibrium is established.

The axiaI-velocity distributions are. shown in figure 10 as
a function of radius for several rates of air flow. The thick,
Iow-energy layer near the inner shroud corresponds to the
region of overturning noted in the direction surveys. Xext
to this region is a local region containing a velocity maximum.
This region of extreme underturning was notecl in the direc-
tion surveys. The boundary layer on the outer shroud is
quite thin. The plot of moment-of-momentum parameter
rCU/CL~(fig, 11) shows the. same thick inner bounchu-y layer
and thin outer boundary Iayer. The region of high axial
velocity does not have a corresponding region of high moment
of momentum, which explains the unde-cturning in this region.
This discrepancy bet~veen excessive axial-velocity component
and low moment of momentum means that the flow into this
region from the inner shroud, and hence the buiId-up of the
boundary layer, clid not take place mainly inside the blade

ckmnels where it. would cause an increase in rcu, but, primarily
occumed outsicle the nozzle channeI.
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FIGURE10,—RadiaI distribution of axial relocity downstream of lht stator ring.

./mincrease in low-energy region on the inner shroud occurs
with increase in mass flow. Because all flows arc subsonic,
it is assumed that this is a Reynolds number cff ec[, l?or
high flows dynamically sin~iIar to low flows

where -L is the characteristic length ancl the subscripts h a l~cl
t indicate the high-flow tmd low-flow conditions, respectively.
The distance behind the blades rather than the blade heighL.
is selected as L because the. viscous effects do not..mh!n(l from
the inner to the outer shroud, although this state is almost
attained at the highest flow. The coalitions just cited impIy
that Lj,<Lt, whiich means that the surveys taken aL high
flows correspond t-o the low-flow surveys taken fartlwr clown-
stream. This interpretation is useful because the ckiti for
various flows at one position may be interpretml as corrc-
spon’ding to the same flow at various survey planes. This
interpretation is not exact because dynamic similarity implies
geomet~ic similarity, which is not maintained in k black
sections.
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PhysicaI interpretation of velocity and direction distribu-
tion,—.+ change from potential flow occurs near the blade
shrouds because of the large viscous forces. The concave
surface of the blade is a high-pressure region and the ccm~ex
surface is a Iow-pressure region (A-B, fig. 1) that. extends
l.w.yomI the clmmel between the bkdes. In the main bocly
of the flow (the region not near the bIade root nor tip), the
momentum is high enough to carry the flow in a direction
transverse to the pressure gradient.. Mjacent to the inner
tind outer shrouds is a region of low momentum induced by
friction with these walls and by turbuIent and viscous shear-
ing stresses. This low-momentum fluid flow-s d-most directly
in the direction of the pressure gracIient induced by the poten-
tiaI flow on the blade surfzces. The velocity of these lom--
erwrgy bounclary layers at the shrouds has a component,
opposed to the main a.xiaI-flow component, and aLso a coru-
ponent. in the diwction of rotation of the main body of the
fluid. This boundary Iayer at the shrouds is therefore buiIt.
up after discharge from the channel section B-C, (fig. 1)
aIthough some build-up may take place tiside the channeI.
This layer of air will therefore appear to be overtnmecl (fig.
S1 even though both veIocity components are low. The
builcl-up of this boundary layer at. the shroucls causes a radiaI
flow, which i~ turn induces a high axial -i-eIocit.y in an acljacent
local region (fig. 10), and thus the air is undertumed (tlg. 8)
although its tangential component may be equaI to the desiam
value.

.< radical cIitTerence is notecl in the thickness ant{ the
thickness development with velocity of the boundary layers
on the inner and outer shrouds (f@. 10 a~d 11). It may be
simply demonstrated that this effect is caused by the stabiJity
of the inner boundary Iayer and the instability of the outer
layer. The raclial accelerating force on a ffuic~ eIement of
mass p:lr rdk is the difference between the centrifugal force

(,pdr rdh) c.z~r and the pressure-gradient force:

(’+%’r)rdx-’rd’=%dr’d’
-where rdk is an element of length along cascade axes at

z ldp
radius r. Theradial force per unit mass is then ~—GTr.

A stable rotating body of fluid has a neti radial force of zero
everywhere. If a particle of fluid a~ position r with moment
of momentum rcu is dispIaced to a position r~ where the
pre~ailing moment of momentum is (rcu)~ and where equi-
librium establishes a pressure gradient of

then according to the principle of conservation of momentum
the partiCIe \\fi~retain ik OriG@UalmOmed Of rnOIIN?ntUH1.

The unbtdanced force per nni~ volume on the particle in its
rie-w position in the pressure fieId therefore is

dp
()

P(rcu)~_ _ _p(rcU)2—p~(rcu)zz
r&3 ‘dr ~– r&3

If a particle from the low-velocity boundary Iayer is dis-
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placecl radially to a region of higher moment of momentum L -=–
the restiting force on the fluid is negative ancI tends to send ___
the particle in-ward. The stability of the inner boundary
layer ancl the instability of the outer boundary layer are
thereby eizplained. Furthermore, any particIes of fluid in
the main stream that ha-re a Iow moment. of momentum
(such particles may come from the blade wake or from the
boundary layer of the outer shroud) also tend to collect
aIong the inner shroud, thus builcling up this bouudary Iayer
at a ~veater rate than by friction alone.

Radius,~, T-f

FcGt_Rz11.—R&did distribution of moment of momentum downstream of first stator ring.

TMs reasor@ is supported by figure 10, -wMch shows a
thick inner layer aud a thin outer layer. As predicted, the
inner boundary layer buiIds up and the outer layer thins. out
with increasing velocity (which corresponds to increasing
distance from the cascade). The same gene~aI character is
shown in the curves of the moment of momentum (fig. II).
For a rot sting inner shroud, the boundary layer is therefore
unstable, whereas, for the rotating outer shroud, the layer is
stable. A minimum thickness in all botidary layers is
therefore obtained by hating a rotating inner shroud a~~ a
stationary outer shroud as in the compressor component of
the engine for which this turbine was designed.
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Relation of cascade performance to design and turbine
performance.—The purpose of the cascade is to impart a
desired moment of momentum to the air. For turbine
power, the racliaI distribution of moment of momentum is not
as significant as the mass distribution of the moment of
momentum, which is shown in figure 12. The weight flow
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Fmulm 12.—Mass distribution of moment of momentum downstream of first stator ring.

w beL\veen the inner shrou-d and a radius r is therefore a,
function of r. The curves are more nearly constant than the
curves of figure 11, showing a very steep rise from zero at
both shrouds. ‘he design value of the mass-flow parameter
T17/gP~~ a~ , is 0.0723 square foot, sIightly Iower than th~
Iowest ‘te.st’condition, which was 0.0757 square foot. (n’, total
weight flow through the st;tor blades} lb/see; g, gravitational
factor; subscript 3 indicates state of air entering the first set
of stator blades. ) In order to compare measured values of
rcU with design values, use is made of the facL that, for a
perfect fluid, if rcu and’ the energy are constant for one flow,
rcU and c= are constant over the radius for any other fiow
and mU/cCis constant for all flows and radii with constant
angle distribution and radial equilibrium. The mass-
averaged Z. was computed and the parameter rcJ5a was
plotted against the corrected variation in mass flow w/gP~,3a~,2

in figure 13, which shows that the cfIcc t ive angle of
turning is smaller than the design angle.
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FIGURE13.—Mws distribution of direction paramtter rcJ~a.
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In order to estimate the weight flow at. the dmign prrss~lrc
drop, use is macle of thti fact that for Lhis turbine, the cor-
rected weight flow as a function of pressure ratio is inclc-
pendentt of speccl. Because of subcritical flows the pressu rc
ratio ovec the Dozzle is a function only of the mnss-flow para-
meter, ~bich in turn is a “function of the turbine ovcir-rill
pressure-ratio and independent of speed, the pressure mtio
of the first stator is therefore a function of tile pressure ratio
of the whole turbine and is independent, of speed, Tor this
turbine, the reIation of weight flow and pressure drop for
design conditions can be computwl eithm from condition; at

the root-mean-square radius
= “’i” “’’’ i’ire

flow area or by computation tind integmtion ovor tl]c \Yhole
blade I]eight. The pressuro ratio or the corresponding
c/ar,s at the root,-mmn-square. radius is therefore talwlk as
typical ‘H this st~tor. The design prc+ssur(>tlrop ovm t~e
whole turbine is therefore assumed to prcvnil when c/a~,~ is
equal to the design value at the roo&mean-sq uare radius of
the first stator.

The area of flow is blocked principally at the innrr sllrou(l.
The air How at clesign pressure. drop is estimated by assumi [~g
a.n effc’c-tille area determined from the experiment with tile
lowest flow. The aciual velocity ratio

z 1 JE=2+’ZU2— .—
UT (tin

implies a certain cle.nsity ratio ~/Ppfor isenlropic flo~v. Tile
effectivs flow area A, is computed from

and from the data for the lowest-flow con(lition. From tlw
value of Z/aP and ~/P~ for the design conditions an(I tile

. effective area, the fiow at design pressure ratio and stamkd
atmospheric. condition for the mtering stagnation s[titc is
5.85 pounds per second, which is 95 p[er(mt of tl~e {Ic.sign
Vahle, The effeclive flow area is 87.!5 percmt of the actual
value, The assumption of free-vorkx flow and uniform
axial velocity is therefore unsatisfactory for estimating thg
air-flow—pressure-ratio relation of the turbine.
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FIQCEE 14.—Vsriation of w?ighc flow with isentropic enthalpy drop of XA CA two-stage
turbine.

If the rnecm axiaI-~elocity component ?. is decreased in
the ratio 0.8i5 to account for the area bIockage, then the
~-aIue of rz.~= is changed from 1.34S to 1.540, -which dosel-y
appro.simates the design value of 1.535. Thus the under-
turning of the air is aImost ex%ctIy accounted for by the
bIockage of flow at the blade root. with the desigg ~alue of
moment. of momentum. This undertuming maybe explained
by- assuming that most of the build-up of the inner bounclary
layer takes pIace after clischarge from the nozzle by flow
toward the suction surface of the blade, which projects
beyoml the guicIed ilian%el section. The main rffect of
these phenomena is to increase the a.tiaI-veIocity components
over the part of the bIade just outside the shroud boundary
layer ancl to reduce the air flow from the design _raIue. The
poor angle of attack at the rotor-blade roots is relati~eIy
insignificant because of the small part. of the flow in that
region, but the deviatiom from design angIes are relatively
significant. in the poteutial-fiow region adjacent to the inner
slu-oud . .kccurate clesign procedure requires the develop-
ment of a method of predicting these effects near the shroud.

TIJRBIXE PERFORX1&\CE

The reIation between the corrected vi-eight flow of the
turbine H1~/(r=,3 ~’~), the corrected turbine rotor speed
r~/~le~,~,and corrected isentropic enthaIpy ch-op AH,/g$F,z
is given in figure 14 where
W weight flow of gas through compressor or turbine,

(lb/see)
G ra,tio of density to norms.I gas density, pjpxt
8 square of ratio of sonic speed to sonic speecl for

normtil air, az~~,~ (referred to as corrected tern-
perature ratio because of relation

.GQ1(WL~fI —97

FIG~E 15.—Isentmpie and actusl enthalpy change through NTAC.. two-stsge turbine.

‘“5=WSW)
!.?&. isentropic enthalpy drop through turbine, (ft-lb/sIug]
n rotor speed, (rps)
Subscripts:
3 turbine-inlet condition
St standard-air condition
Figme 14 sho~s that the tmbine beh~l~e~ me a nozzIe yit~

no effeci of rotative speed. The design point computed on
the assumption of an efEciency of 0.90 is also shown. The
weight f30w at c~esign pressure drop is about 96.4 perceg~. of
the design ?~alue, rather than 95 percent as predicted from
the cciscacle performance; the agreement of flow predicted
from cascade data with turbine performance is good. This __
increase in air flo-w may be caused by the intluence of the
rotating set of blades, -which might. render the inner bounci-
ary layer unstable and thus destroy it. This influence-may
be fek to some extent by the layer jusL dovmstrea m of the
first row of nozz~es, which becomes thinner and thus reduces
the flow obstruction. Figure 15 shows the corrected isen-
h-epic enthalpy ckop of the air as a function of the corrected
enthalpy drop; the eflkienvy contoms are straight dashed _
hues through the origin of slope equal to the reciprocal of
the efficiency. .4 peak efficiency of 0.S75 is noted. The
enthalpy curves show nearly constant efficiency over a tide
range of speeds and power outputs. -4t the clesign vaIue @r
speed ancl Korli output per pound of air, the efficiency is 82
percent rather than 90 percent, which -was used in the design
process. At the corresponding iwmtropic enthalpy drop,
which is 90/82 times the design value, the air ffo~ is onIy 1.7
percent Iom-er than the design value of 6 .1S pounds per
second. This design point is also shown on figure 14.

When the turbine operates in the engine, it wiII hanclk
slightly more gas than indicated from these data because of
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the expansion of the clearances under the action of the hot rectal weight-flow parameter, both of which m-c useful in
gases. The agreement between design and actual air flow flncling the malching and the intwaction of the turbine atld
tit design work output can therefore be regarded as satis- the compressor as components of a j CL engine. Lines of
factory, constant corrected rotor speed and of constanL Lurbine

A plot of the over-alI turbine performance in figure 16 efficiency are show-n as well as the location of the dwign
shows a corrected torque parameter pIotted against> a cor- point. The design point is not the poini of highest etlkicl~cy
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inasmuch as this efEciency -was about. 0.823 as compared
with the peak value of 0.875 at a speed of 180 revolutions
per second. This discrepancy in speecIs indicates that an
analytical determination of efficiency is required in order to
produce the most effective designs tit.h minimum losses at
the design point. A Iarge range of I@ efficiency is avail-
able, however, for use at points other than the design point.

TURBINE-C031PRESSOR 11.4TCH1NG

The turbine characteristics are no-w used to determine
how well they mztch the characteristics of the compressor
with which the turbine is to be used. The turbine may be
expwterl to behave somewhat differently than predicted by
the cold-air data wheu instdkd in the engine because of the
changed properties of the working fluicl, the clearance ex-
pansion, the nonuniform temperature distribution in the
incoming stream, arici the combustion in the turbine in some
conditions of operation. Another difference may be ex-
pected because the clatz a~ailabIe for the compressor -were
t]btoined fith a scroll-discharge collector rather than the

a.tiaI-clischarge coIIector that will be used in the engi~e.
.Inother unknown is the combustion-chamber total-pressure
10SS, which is assumed to be 5 percent of the absolute totaI
pressure c[eliverecl by the compressor.

RI?L.4TIOX BETWEEX T~RBIx E AXD COMPRESSOR VARIABLES

The matching of the turbine and compressor components
of the engine is cleterminecI by relatecI p~rameters of the
compressor and the turbine. For example, the speed of the
turbine is equaI to that. of the compressor and the reIation
between the equivalent speeds is

n
—= /& $ (6)

~’ b’T,1

where the subscript. 1 indicates state zt compressor inlet.
~ompressor aid turbine gas flows

equation

W3= (1 +j) W,

where j is the fuel-air ratio. Then

are- reIated by the

where the subscript z indicates state at. the compressor
outIet.

Because

r.,,e=,,=~=
and

73pT,3
GT,30T,3 ‘~

?“stpst
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then
Ii’In = 73P T3 T1’,n

‘f2pT,2 (~ ++) ~T,3~T,3

(7)
cq’.@2l-,2

which relates the turbine and compressor gas flows in terms
of parameters tha~ are reduced to standard-air values.

The po~er equation is

~1 (HT,2–HT,l) +PA= ~73(H~,3–HT,l)
or

Ti”,MZ,+ PA= TV@H
-where

P. aux~lary-povrer consumption (bearings), ~ft-lb/see)
AH enthalpy drop through t urbi-nez HT,3— HT ,Z

This equation can be converted into a relation between the
compressor and turbine torques in equivalent. variables:

(8)

For tb.e combustion chamber, the pressure-Ioss function is
a~sued to be in the form

“’~~f’”’3=function of
(

117,’
)

—? m,} f
PT,@T.2

(9)

and tile combustion efficienc~

is gi~en as

~= function of (HT,3,conditions ati station 2) (11)
=fuuction of (j, co~clitiom a.t station 2)

where

H, enthalpy of fuel entering combustion chamber,
(ft.-Ib/s1ug)

h heating value of fuel, (ft.-lb/slug)

COMPRESSOR AXD TURBIXE SfATCEIIXG CHARTS

Except for small corrections for fuel input, bearing power,
pressure Ioss in the combustion chamber, and change in ~
from station 1 to station 4, the torque parameter ?YAH/(nff8)
equation (8) is the same for the turbine and for the comp-
ressor under an-y engine operation condition. The same
equality holds for the air-flow parameter Wn (cE?),as equation
(7) shows. If the turbine and compressor performances are
plotted in terms of these variables and the charts super-
imposed, one point indicates both the turbine and compressor
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operating states when they are operating as components of a
jet engine. A chmt of the compressor performance in terms
of these variables is shown in figure 17 for constant values
of n/J@r,I. These data fo~ the compressor with a sc.roll
collector were obtained from references 2 and 3. Some
difference is to be expected betmeen the performance so
determined and the performance of the compressor when
strtiightening vanes are substituted for the scroll for use. in
the engine. A similar chart for the turbine is shown in
figure 16 for constant values of rL/&a; If the charts for
the turbine and the compressor are superimposeci, it can be
seen whether the high-efficiency region for the turbine over-
Iaps the high-efficiency region for the compressor. If they
do not, the resultant jet engine is prevented from reaching
its maximum possibIe efficiency.

The over-alI engine performcmc.e can ako be estimated
from these charts, and the relation of each component to the
over-all engine performance can be cleterminecl. This rela-
tion wilI indicate. the most appropriate modifications of
turbine and comp mssor to obtain better over-all engine per-
formance. First, a rough approximation is made by assum-
~g no bearing~osses,no combustion-chamber pressure 10SS,

w~d no fuel addecl. If a value for the correctwl temperature
ratio (?T,3[6T,1 k assumed, the ratio of turbine to compressor
speed is fixed for this value of Or,a/@~,1by equation (6). By
superimposing the two charts and choosing a particular com-
pressor-speed line, the intersection of this line with a turbine-
spe.ed line having the correct ratio of- turbine speed to the
compressor speed determines an engine operation point.
The choice of another compressor speed determines another
point. ln this manner, an operation curve can be obtained

each t emper~ture ratio. ‘The flo~v and the state of the
discharged from the compressor can then k obtainecl

for each operating point.. The engine charart mist ics m-e
now refined to take. into account losses and changes in gas
properties. The bearing power PA miy bti follnd from the
operation speed. Then approximately

(12j

From the data on the compressor-discharge aml burner char-
acteristics, q ancl .f can be computed from equation (1 1).
This value of j with & ,3/%T’,1and @T.llpcrnlih the determina-
tion of ~3/Yland TT,31TP,1. Sufficient. data are then available
to find the vaIue of pT,3/~T,z.

The turbine torque ancl air-flow rcquircmcnts may now k
computed to include the dl’ec.t of compressor, combus[ion-
chamber pressure loss and efficiency, nncl beuring rcquirc-
ment.s by the application of equations (7) and (8) for scwral
points ou each compressor-speed curve. These points fire
connect ed by a curve for a given speed. The intersection
of these cur~es of turbine requirements with the proprr
speed curves of turbine performance gives Lurbinc opcraLing
points that can be corrected by equations (7) and (S) [u give
the corrcsponciing compressor operating points. ThMe re-
sults shoulcl bc of the. desired accuracy bu~ S11OU1C[lx’ chcwked
to see that they falI on the original compressor curved llk~ua-
tion (12) is used with the burner charL (equ~tion (11)) LO

find,j. A check on the accuracy can be reticle by recomput-
ing the intersection points with the new vahc fo~ .f md
improvec~ ~a]ucs for the bearing corrc’c’tion ~d ~~~,3/~T,2. In
the example being comput cd, it was assumed .thut. q= 0.9
and P~,$/&z’,,= 0.95. The bearings l!’ere assumed to use &
torque of 7 iuch-pouncls ancl the co~ll]lressor-illl(’t conditions
corresponded to an alt itucle of 30,000 feet cind a fligh~ spcccl

of 470 miles per hour.

FIGURE 17.—Matebiugchwt forA’.4C.Leight-stagecompressor. (Data fromreferenws2rmd3.)
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The compressor-operation curves for constant. corrected
temperature ratio 6~,3]%~,, are shown in figure 18 and the
corrected temperature-ratio lines are shown on the turbine
chart (fig. 16). The compressor and the turbin~ are not
perfectly matched as shown in figure 16 by the fact. that none
of the l?~&/6=,1lines pass through the region of maximum
turbine eficiency. The l@hest compressor efficiency is
being used when eT,3/OT,l=3.5 and n/Af~=274 re-rolutions
per second. Under these conditions the turbine is operating
at an efficiency of only 0.82. These operation cur~es cover
all modes of operation of the engine with mbihwy ram and
exhaust pressures and discharge-j et nozzle sizes, but only
a smalI part of the entire turbke performance range of good
efficiency. Ilata obtainecl from experime~ts -with this jet
engine as a complete unit therefore cannot be expected to
corer a range Iarge enough to indicate where the region of
peak turbine efficiency is and whether the components are
welI matched.

The effect of the discrepancies between design estimates
and turbine performance on engine operation is minor insofar
as the compressor-operation states are concerned, because of
good correlation betw-ee~ air flow estimated and measured at
the design value for turbine work per pound of air at. design
speed. These three variables are enough to determine that
the compressor wiJ.I operate at design air-flow- conditions for
the desired speed and ternperatwe ratio. Because the turbine

FROM CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPONENTS—1 409

pressure ratio is not close to the estimated value under these
circumstances (measured efficiency, 0.82; design efEciency,
0.90), less pressure vriH be a~aiIabIe for the jeL nozzle, -which
must therefore be larger than fhst estimated.

JET-E>”GIXE PERFORMA\- CE COMPIJTATTOXS

In order to compute the jet-ergtie performance at a given
altitude and speed, the ram pressure (gcneralIy corrected
for duct losses but not in this example) ancl the temperature
at the compressor inIet are computed and from them 1“/&
and p~, ~[poare determined. The flight speed is V and p.
is the free-stream pressure. If the subscript 4 ~indicates
turbine-outlet state, then the jet pressure ratio may be
written

pT.b pT,l P>—. —
Po PQ PT,l

Where PT, 4/pT, I k presumed kmo~m from previous e~gbe
computations. If the values of 74 and Tr,A are known, the
corrected jet velocity c~>~~l may be computed from

where the subscript 5 indicates propulsion-nozzle conditiom.
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{8) Equivalent speciflcthr[lst:flightsDeed,OmiIesperhour; pressurealtitude, 26,MOfeet. (b) Equivalent specific thrust: flight spee[l, 470mllcs pcrho[lC I)r~ure altitu[li,, 33,Wrc,ct.

FIGURE19.—Estimaterlcharacteristicsofjet engine.

The minute effect of variations in 7 during the nozzle-
expans.ion process is neglected. The compressor character-

H’1
istics give ~~ ~I,E, ancl f is known for each point. The

,!
equivalent tl]rust is

The equivalent power is
1

P --;-=&%xz%)“P)aT,l(&.1)3/~

The specific thrust is I
(*)/[’’’’ (..,TG)(&~(1’’~(l’/’r~)

.4nd the specific fu el consumption is 1

.l

;T,~(02-,1)3[2

From the weight, flow and the outlcL eorl(litions, the area of
the thrust nozzle can also be computed for cwch oprmting
point ancl ihe correct nozzIc sckctcd for any dwirecl con(lition.

The computed engine performance is shown for zero flighL
speed iri figure 19 (a), which gives equivalent sttitic thrust an{]
equivalent specific thrust for constant values of c.orrw M
rotor speed and corrected tvmpcrat.llre ratio. A similar
chart is shown in figure 19 (b) for a flight spvul of 470 miIw
per hour at an fdtitude corre.spon(ling to tlw same comprcssor-
inlet pressure. At the same flight speed an(l aItitu(l~’, figure
19 (c) shows the specific Iuel consumption. Tho miniluum
estimated specific fuel consumption at, 470 mi]cs Iwr hour
is 0.885 pound per horsepower-hour at. 550 pounds cquivrilcnL
thrust, a temperature ratio of 3.35, fI corrected compressor
speed of 274 revolutions’per second, and pressure ratio of 4,4.
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FIGCKS19.—C0nClUd@.

.in estimate was macle of the change in performance for an
irnpro~ement in the matching of the turbine with the com-
pressor. At the point where the static thrust was 788 pounds
and the specific thrust 1.024 pounds per pound fuel per hour,
the compressor speed was 289 re-rolutions per second, the
corrected temperature ratio was 3.5, and the turbine efi-
ciency, 0.s2. The assumption -w-asmade that the changed
turbine ga~e the peak efficiency of 0.875 at that correspond-
ing point on the turbine matching chart. The tkuwst m-as
increased to 826 pounds and the specific thrusL to 1.073
pounds per pound fuel per hour, an improvement of 4.7
percent, The impro~ement at 470 miles per hour was
about 4.i percent in all performance parameters.

.4 study of the problem of engine adjustment for better
matching is required in order to =pply the knowledge
gained from the matching charts. The manner in which the
k.rbine and compressor performance characteristics must
be akred in order to get an exact superposition of the
ma.ximum-efficiency regions of turbine and compressor with
optimum ergine performance must be determined.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF MATCHNG CHARTS

The matching charts described can be applied to engines
other than the simp~e jet engine. Essentiality the jet

engine is a hot-gas producer} for which the matching charts
-wiI1 determine the state of the discharged gas. If this gas
is discharged into a reheater ancl from there into a po~er
turbine, the matcking charts can be used to fincl the over-aII
performance for an engine of this type. b the general case
of the turbine-propelIer engine with jet power, a chart simi-
kar LOthe simpIe jet-engine chart maybe used with a different
verticaI shifb of the scales for each value of “propeller torque.

Another type of generahzation is possibIe by the use of
different matching functions. For example, if the turbine
is geared to the compressor, the gear ratio may be so incor-
porated into the functions that the turbine a~d compressor
functions match. The engine w-ith a single power turbine
and no jet power may be studied by use of the isentropic-
enthalpy-drop factor instead of the torque factor, which
permits a matching of the pressure drop. ln this case, a
vertical Logarithmic scaIe is adtied because a simple sbifb
in the vertical direction will give matching requirements
with Tarious ram-pressure ratios.

SIJ31}IARY OF RESULTS

The folIoting results were obtained from an in~est igat ion
of the performance with COIC1air of the NT.ICA two-stage
turbine and the first stator-ring component:

1. The stream-fiIament method of checking turbine-blade
pressure clistribution gave bIade veIocity distributions. that
generated bounclary layers of momentum thickness of about
0.0037 inch for the suction surface.

2. The energy Ioss in the wake of the bIades engendered
by the blade edge and the boundary-layer momentum
thickness causecI an estimated decrease in turbine efficiency
of 0.2 percent. The increment in drag caused by boundary
Iayer at the trailing edge is negligible.

3. The boundary Iayer at. the shroucls built- up to some
extent inside the channel section of tb e nozzle but mairdy
downstream of the nozzIe throak. This process w-as acti~ated
chiefly by the low pressure on the projecting surface of t~E__
bIade.

4. The boundary layer on the stationary inner shroud was
thick compared with that on the outer shroud, was stable,
and buiIt up with increasing air flow. The boundary layer
on the outer shroud mas thin, unstabIe, and decreased in
thickness as the air flow was increased.

5. The boundary layer at the inner shroud bIocked part
of the flOW area. and est abIished high a-xial velocities in thg _
region adjacenL LOthe inner boundary layer but. downstream
of the cascade. The boundary Iayer apparently had no
other effect on the velocity distribution induced by the
bIades.

6. The effective annular area was about 0.875 of the actual
area. .At the design pressure ratio, the computed flow was
0.95 and the measured flow 0.964 of design. .4t design
enthalpy drop, the flow was 0.9S of the design value. The
difference between the flow reduction and the area reduction
was probably caused by the build-up of the boundary layer
of the inner shroud on the projecting suction surface of the
bIade without greatly nffect ing the ffow in the nozzIe throat.

.
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7. At design value of the equivalent torque and the procl-
uct of equivalent air flow and equivalent rotor speecl
(W,n/u~, @~,,, where W is gas flow, n is rotative speed, a and
6 are the density and temperature corrections, respectively,
and T signifies total and 3 the turbine inlet), the efficiency
was 0.823 as compared with the peak of 0.875 at a speed of
180 revolutions per seconcl, which was the principal discrep-
ancy between tb e c{esign and measured results.

8. A set of charts was deveIopedl which permits an esti-
mate of jet-engine performance from the performance of the
components and a determination of the degree of matching
of the components,

9. The matching charts showecl Lhat the best compressor-
efficiency region did not coincicle with the best turbine-
efficiency region when the two components were used as a
je~ engine. The peak compressor efficiency was 0.84 and
the peek turbine efficiency 0.875. The peak compressor
efficiency occurred at a corrected temperature ratio of 3.5
and a corrected rotor speed of 274 revolutions PGL’ secoml.
At this point, the turbine operated at an efficiency of only
0.82. The point of minimum specific fueI consumption of
the engine at 470 miles per hour and 33,000 feet is 0.885
pound per borsepowcr-hour with a corrected thrust of 55o
pounds.

10. An estimate of the improvement in over-alI engine
performance was macle for engine operation at a corrected
temperature ratio of 3.5 and a corrected engine speed of 289
revolutions per second, under the assumption that the tur-
bine could be adjustecl to operate at its peak efficiency of
0.875 ins{ ead of Lhe estimated operating efficiency of 0.820
for this engine condition. The improvement in engine per-

formance was about 4.7 percent for all pmameters at Iligllt
speeds of O and 470 miles per hour. This improvement
might be regarded as availab]e through improved ma L{:hing
of the two engine components.

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation indicated the probuble general validity
of the foIIowing conclusions:

1. The stream-fi]ament mt?thod of checking turbine-])]wb?
pressure distribution proves satisfactory for obtaining higl]-
soIiclity blades in a pressue-drop flow without. thick hmd-
ary layers. Discharge guidance in the blades gives desired
~verage moment of momentum} but incorrect angles nmr
the bIade roots.

2. The assumption of free-vortex flow .mlc~uniform axizd
veIocity between blade rows is inadequate for cst,inmting
flow angIes or weight-flow pressure-ratio relations huL is
satisfactory for estimating w-eight-flow work-outpllt. rckitio~s
and is t.lwrefore satisfactory for estimating the operating
point of the compressor. For accurate design, the? area
blocked by the boundary layer in the nozzles and the ra(lial
flow caused by the boundary-layer thickening downstream of
the stators should bc talmn into account. Some method
must be evolved for predicting these effects from design dat~,
Thick boundary Iayers arc not expected downstream of
rotors. ‘-

FLIGHT X’ROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY)

NATIONAL .4 DWS0R% COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLIITTELAND,OHIO,June 6, 1947.

.



APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

.4.

a
a$~
c
F.

CD

F
f
9
H
H,

AH
AH,
AH,

h
n
P
P.
P
R
T

s

s

T
t

The following symbols are used in this report:

effective flow area downstream of first turbine stator
row, sq ft

sonic ~elocity of gas, ft/sec
stanclard-air sonic velocity, 1116.3 ft/sec
gm ~elocity, ft/sec
mass-averaged a.tiaI-veIocity component, ft/sec
sp.eciflc heat of gas at constant. pressure,
(“F)

thrust of engine, lb
fueI-air ratio
standard gra-ritcitioual ameIeration, 32.174
enthalpy, ft-lb/slug
enthaIpy of fueI entering combmtion

ft-lb/shg
st tignation enthaIpy drop in turbine, ft-lb/slug
stagnation enthaIpy rise in compressor, ft-lb/slug
isentropic drop in stagnation enthalpy through turbine,

f t-lb/sIug
heating value of fuel, ft-Ib/sIug
rotatire speed of turbine, rps
thrust horsepower of jet. engine
amdiary-power consumption (bearings), ft-Ib/sec
gas pressure, lb/sq ft
gas constant, ft-lb/(sIug) ~R)
distance from axis of cmnuIar cha.nneI, f’c
gas entropy, ft-Ib/(slug) (“R)
blade pitch, ft.
gas temperature, “R
bIade traihg-edge thickness plus momentum thickness

of boundary layer, ffi

ft-Ib/(slug)

ft/sec2

chamber,

t/(.sCos ql.v)
flight speed, ft/sec
total -weight flow of gas, Ib/sec
weight flow of gas in anmdus bounded by inner shroud

of cascacle ring and radius r, lb/see
ratio of specific heats of gas
momentum thickness of bo unclary layer, in.
combustion-chamber efficiency
dja, ~%

absolute viscosity of gas, sIug/ft-see
gas de~~ity, sIug/cu ft
st anclarcl-ciir clensity, 0.00237S sIug/cu ft

P/Psf

angle between normal to cascade axis and fiow directiort
of gas or discharge angIe of stator blades. deg

Subscripts:

free-stream conctition

compressor-inIet condition

compressor-outlet condition

turbine-inlet. condition

turbine-outIet condition

propulsion-nozzle concLition

a.tiaI-veIocity compone~t.

condition in nozzle throat of blade cascade

blade-root condition

stanclard-air condition

stagnation condition
blade-tip condition

tangential-veIocity component
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APPENDIX B

TRAILING-EDGE MO.MENTUM LOSS

A unifcmn paralIel flow of gas with pressure p~, tempera-
ture TN, density p,%-,and velocity ~u flows between an
infinite set of straight vanes of thickness t, pitch (along
cascade axis) .s, and angle q-v with respect- to the normal to
the cascde axis. The gas discharges into a space with no
vanes and attains a final staie of p, T, y with direction angle
q and velocity c of axial component C. and tangential com-
ponent cu. The continuity equation is

-Os’+&)=pca’
The fraction of flow area Mocked is

tf=
t

8 Cos ~N

and the continuity equation is

PNcl?~os PN (l—~f) ‘Pea (Bl)

Tl~e mornentu.rn equation for components normal to the
cascade axis is

pu~—p~= PC..S(C.—C.VCOSPu) = Psc.z
(1--) ‘B’)

Because the flow is isocnergetic

c’
CvTN+y2=Cp T+T (B3)

The loss in available energy is measured by the heat-
dissipation integral

Jloss per slug of fluid= ~ Tdi3 (334)

where L3is the entropy. From thermodynamics

The momentum equation for components along the cascade
reduces to

c“ sin V.v= cu (B6)

JP dp
The integral P,, ~ is approximated by

(B7}

l?rom equation (B2)

Substitution of this relation as well as equations (B3)
and (B6) irito equation (B5) gives

f TdS=ca’h7\-’a2–: (: &f– 1) (1 +:)

The quantity Ca,u is eliminated by means of the continuity
equation (Bl)
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From the equations of state, energy, and continuity

P–IJN=R(P?’-PNT’N) =RT(p–p.v) +.RPN(Y– Z’.)

~PN
=RT(P–PN) += (C,V2COS2P.w–c.2)

VYhen this pressure difl’crence is equated to that found
from the momentum equation and p/PNis eliminated by usc
of the v~~iable [(P/P”)/(1—t,)] — 1, a quadratic equwt,ion is
obtained with the exact solution

c=’
where M=a = — and k=

y— 1
. ForyR T y(l–t,)

the approximate soIution is

(–)

tf
L. 1 l–tf

(B9)
p~ (l–tJ-l ‘1–’y.ilfj(l-k)

Equation (B9) is substituted in equation [B8) together
with P/PN=I for the fiisi factor to obtain the approximate
answer

(–)q ‘

J TdSzc$ l—t,

[

(B1O)
%’ ~_ (7–11.
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